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Happy New Year! It's January 1, and winter has finally struck on the leading edge of an icy northern 
wind. My thoughts of having actually missed this stuff evaporated (froze?) in about 30 seconds flat, although 
I'm hopeful a good dose of cold air will annihilate some of the bugs that have been having their way with too 
many of us. 

One of the annual traditions I've engaged in already, is exchanging calendars. When taking down the 
old calendar, I always pause to reflect on the year gone by. Looking at it from an RASC perspective, 1997 
was a remarkable year. 

Interest in astronomy, cosmology and space science is at a very high level these days for a number 
of reasons. Not the least of these is the remarkable, ongoing efforts of many members to share their love of 
the universe with the public at large. Recent events such as Comet Hale-Bopp, the Mars Pathfinder mission 
and even the so-called "planetary alignment" have provided us a broader public platform from which to do 
this. One result is that membership in the Edmonton Centre is at an unprecedented level. 

Certainly, the highlight of the year was the fabulous apparition of Comet Hale-Bopp in the spring. 
This was likely the most observed comet in history, well-placed for northern hemisphere observers for many 
weeks, and bright enough to see even in light-polluted conditions. Here in Edmonton, where the comet was 
circumpolar for over six weeks, there were nights when Hale-Bopp was the first object visible in the evening 
twilight. Edmonton Centre members responded to this event by staging an ambitious and highly successful 
public comet watch , competently organized by Ed Newcombe and his Public Education Committee. Some 50 
members contributed their expertise, equipment and over 1,000 hours of their time to share the comet with 
the public every clear night for an entire month. Some 30,000 visitors to the grounds of Coronation Park got 
one or more views of the comet and other celestial delights through members' telescopes and binoculars. 
There is no doubt that we provided a valuable community service through this effort; the feedback I received 
in my capacity of Edmonton Centre President was universally positive (give or take a few tire tracks) . 

In addition to this monumental effort, we managed to maintain momentum throughout another 
successful year at the Public Observatory, where a further 20,000 or so members of the public looked through 
the telescopes and talked about science. RASC members also made numerous presentations to schools 
and Scout and Guide groups, as well as one to the general public at Chapters book store. 

Another way in which we will be trying to make a positive impact on our community is through the 
recently established Light Pollution Abatement Committee. Chaired by Howard Gibbins, LPAC currently 
consists of some eight members with a wide range of talent. Once we have completed the early stages of 
fact-finding and planning, we anticipate making measured steps in the campaign to increase public awareness 
of this issue, which has important implications down here on the ground, as well as for us skywatchers. 

There were many highlights for observers as well , again starting with the Great Comet of 1997, 
which was a truly wondrous sight from a dark sky location. We were treated to a number of occultations of 
Aldebaran , most memorably the graze of October 19, when 30 observers from Edmonton, Calgary, and 
Flagstaff AZ. made an expedition to a site near Morningside. We were rewarded with clear skies and a 
spectacular event. Observing Group Chair Larry Wood and his ever-expanding constellation of super-hardcore 
observers continued to push the envelope of amateur deep sky viewing . The Alberta Star Party was well 
attended with only one night being a complete write-off. In addition, this year saw the inauguration of a terrific 
new event, the Saskatchewan Summer Star Party in Cypress Hills, which by all accounts was a great success. 
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I think that 1997 upheld the Edmonton Centre tradition of having interesting and fun, if occasionally 
unpredictable, meetings. This can be attested to by our remarkable attendance, which I understand is the 
highest of any RASC Centre. We weren 't afraid to try a few new things that seemed to be generally well 
received. Among these were a meeting generally devoted to observing a rare triple shadow transit of Jupiter, 
an April meeting spent "cloning" around, and the music, poetry and photography night which allowed several 
of our members to display their diverse talents. Dabbling on my drums and being carried by four real musicians 
in front of an appreciative audience was the highlight of the year for me. This presentation was the brainchild 
of Harris Christian, proving that we will listen to good ideas from just about anybody. It prompted several 
requests for an encore performance; I've already promised a few people we'll come back when Hale-Bopp 
doesl 

So, what's up in 98? Looking ahead on the new RASC Observer's Calendar I've just placed on the 
wall next to my computer, I first of all note that no fewer than four of the twelve featured photographs were shot 
by Edmonton Centre members, namely Ben Gendre and Murray Paulson with two each. Way to go, Ben and 
Murrayl 

I'm very pleased that the concept of the Astronomy Workshop has been revived after a five-year 
hiatus. The committee headed by Paul Campbell has put the early pieces in place for an enjoyable, affordable 
weekend at St. John's School October 16-18 (mark your calendar now) . 

In the shorter term, I'd like to report that the February meeting will feature a witty, articulate and 
highly respected speaker. However, one wasn't available. Our (distant) second choice is to have yours truly 
give a talk on public education in astronomy based on my experiences in this area over the past eleven years. 
Hey, at least the price is right. We've now scraped the bottom of the barrel of available speakers, so anybody 
wishing to make a presentation is invited to contact me. Suggestions of speakers or subjects of interest are 
also welcome. 

The first meeting of the new Council is tentatively slated for Monday, January 26, at 7:00 in the 
Science Centre. I'm delighted that the core of the outstanding Council which served the Edmonton Centre 
well last year will return , along with sufficient newcomers to keep the ideas and enthusiasm percolating. That 
said, the process is open to all members. Ideas are always welcome, and Council meetings are open to be 
audited by general members. Members are also encouraged to participate on the one of the various committees 
and/or the Observatory volunteer crew. In particular, if there's somebody out there who would like to spearhead 
an Edmonton Centre Youth Group, please give it some thought and give me a call. 

What will the sky offer us in 98? As the calendar turns, there are no (local) eclipses, nor the promise 
of a spectacle like Hale-Bopp or Shoemaker-Levy. Here's hoping another great comet like Hyakutake will 
spring on us with short notice. How about a supernova? Or maybe we'll beat the odds and see a spectacular 
Leonid meteor storm in November. For sure, we will get a chance to see the shower's parent comet, Tempel
Tuttle, this spring. There will be a superb close conjunction of Venus and Jupiter the morning of April 23, with 
a slender crescent Moon nearby in the same binocular field. Planetary observers can look forward to improved 
views of Jupiter and Saturn as they rise ever higher in declination and race towards a beautiful double 
conjunction in 1999/2000. 

However, even without the "unexpected" spectacle of some dynamic event, we can count on the 
steadfastly quiet beauty of the night sky, and tantalizing glimpses of this mysterious universe which we are 
part of. Clear skies! 

- Bruce McCurdy 
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We had some good observing earlier this month, but since then , either the Moon has been in the 
way or, the weather, although very nice, has not been conducive to good observing. Consequently, this 
report should be fairly short. No, not that short. 

It seems like a long time ago but on November 25th , Steve Bergens, Denis Boucher and I, all found 
our way out to the dark site to catch a few faint photons. Steve was hunting up G1 , the most visible globular 
in M31. It is positioned quite far from the visible nebulosity of the galaxy but the star hop is not too difficult, 
and it is easily seen in a 12.5" scope. Meanwhile, Denis was busy hunting up some of the galaxies in 
Triangulum, and then he tried for Abell 79 (PK 102-2.1), a very faint P.N . in Lacerta. I was also looking around 
Lacerta, rechecking some observations of two open clusters that I had done the previous month. I was 
interested in IC 1442 because, as I found, it is plotted on the wrong side of a magnitude 9 star. The other 
object was King 9, which is near IC 1442 and was found in Guide 6, but was not plotted in Uranometria. My 
notes read : "located just north of the mag 9 star that is to the northeast of NGC 7245. As it is a King OC (often 
faint, fairly dense OC's) the faint glow and the very faint stars may form the OC and the 5 or 6 brighter stars 
may be foreground stars?? Better seeing is required ." I also had a look at IC 1434, a neat OC with lines of 
stars curving out from the core region . 

The great weather continued, so on the last day of November, Denis and I were at it again at 
Blackfoot, and started by hunting up Comet Meunier-Dupouy. At mag 13 it was not easy to locate, but we 
stuck to it and finally succeeded in locating it, superimposed upon a faint star. The very faint galaxy NGC 
6560 was in the same field and although the comet was tough to spot, it was easy compared to this diffuse, 
face-on , 13.5 magnitude galaxy. These objects weren't tough enough , so Denis went on to find some more 
comets that were visible (faintly) while I chased down PK 107-2.1, a P.N. in Cepheus. This fairly bright, 10" 
diameter planetary is located right beside an 11 th magnitude star and was easily found with the aid of an 0111 
filter. Denis observed several bright meteors during the evening, which may have been some early Geminids. 
The clouds started to form around midnight so we called it a night. But hey, we were at it by 7:30 so that's over 
4 hours of observingl Ah , the joys of nice weather this late in the year. 

Continued nice weather the following evening enticed Scott Henderson, Steve Bergens, Bernie, 
Denis, and yours truly, to gather once again at Blackfoot. Bernie, being a novice to astronomy, had a few 
questions that we tried to answer as we hopped around looking at some brighter objects. One of the highlights 
was viewing the fairly bright Comet P\Gehrels, with its five-arc-minute-Iong tail that still stood out, even in a 
bright star field . The next day being a workday, all had departed for home shortly after midnight. 

On December 12th , several people gathered at the ESSC observatory to watch the Moon occult 
Aldebaran , but heavy cloud moved in so we closed up and went for coffee. Bruce McCurdy perSisted at 
home, and although it was quite hazy, reported that he got a clear enough sky to watch the event. The 
increasing build up of cloud eliminated any chance of catching the peak of the Geminid meteor shower, later 
that same night. The evening after Boxing Day, the Jahrig's went out to Blackfoot and had the Club 18" set 
up by 5:00 p.m. , so they could do a little cruising . They were later joined by Larry Hotton and Harris "Stardust' 
Christian, who had a look at a few brighter objects in the 18" before the clouds rolled in. They were then able 
to help Bob and Sherrilyn pack up the 18", and all retired to the donut shop for some well-deserved sustenance. 
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Last night, December 30 th
, Denis phoned and said the weather looked good, so he was going to 

head out about 6:00 p.m. I said that I would be along a bit later as I was busy stuffing myself with turkey. I 
arrived just before 8:00 for what was to be one of the most pleasing observing sessions of the year. Sure, the 
aurora was fairly bright at times and the seeing was not terribly steady at the beginning, but the transparency 
was good so the galaxies were easy to pick off and I believe that Denis ended up locating 4 comets. Harris 
and the other Larry showed up later, as did Scott Henderson, to join Denis and I, as well as a fellow who's 
name I can 't recall , who was taking astrophotos using an 8" SCT. Larry Hotton was showing off his new 15 x 
80 binos. I tried them out on the Orion Nebula and was rewarded with one of the most impressive views that 
I have ever had of M42. 

We even did a collimation on Harris' scope during one of the aurora flare-ups . See Paul, aurora is 
good for something. Anyway, we kept at it, looking at a variety of things that were faint and fuzzy and some 
that weren 't so faint, until 3:30. Not an all nighter at this time of the year, but 7 hours - it will dol Ohl and the 
best part, I never did change into my winter boots but stuck with the runners that I had on my feet when I 
arrived. 

Did I say it's been a good year? 
-Larry Wood 
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Want to know what happens when a member keeps a library book out of circulation for way too long? 
It is not assumed that the book is forgotten and gathering dust somewhere, rather that the borrower has 
become an expert on the book and has been able to use it in some kind of project, or derived a great deal of 
pleasure from it. It is also assumed that they are anxious to share their newfound expertise/joy with the rest 
of the Centre members. Therefore, they get to write an article about it for Stardust. Fortunately for us, 
Michael Suchocki has become an expert on Unusual Telescopes. Look for his great article elsewhere in 
Stardust. 

New Books 

As reported at the December meeting, Chapters book store rewarded the effort of Centre members by 
donating Orbit by Jay Apt, Michael Helfert, and Justin Wilkinson, 1996, to our library. This is a National 
Geographic publication of spectacular photographs of our planet taken from space. On order as of this 
writing , and hopefully available in the library by your reading, is The CCO Camera Cookbook by Richard 
Berry, Veikko Kanto, and John Munger. The purchase was suggested by a Centre member many months ago 
and reflects the developing interest of the club. The book "provides step-by-step instruction for building two 
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12-bit CCD cameras, at a fraction of the cost of commercial units; (one model) is adequate for imaging Moon 
and planets, searching galaxies for supernovae, and dOing stellar photometry." The other is for deep-sky. 
Included are instructions for making an accurate autoguider and DOS software for assembling, testing, and 
running the camera. 

Star Charts & Observing Aids In Our Library 

Recently, I checked the library for star charts and found that it has a good range. For those just getting 
their feet wet, we have Whitney's Star Finder, 1989, which includes a small planisphere and a 3-D sky map. 
The Stargazer pack by Philips contains a large plastic planisphere, and a chart of the stars. Although both 
planispheres show the sky at a latitude far south of us, they are still useful. The Greenwich Guide to Stargazing 
by Carole Stott looks at the sky from London, latitude 51 1/2N, and is compatible with our view. In addition to 
basic introductory observing information and seasonal maps, the guide contains 21 small constellation charts 
showing many objects within the limits of the naked eye, and others requiring binoculars or a small telescope. 
Details of stars (colour, magnitude, doubles), Messier and NGC objects, and optical aid required, if any, are 
given for each chart. 

NightWatch by Terence Dickinson includes 20 fifth-magnitude star charts on a larger format and is 
written from our northern vantage. Information appears on the charts, near the objects described. 
Moving up to sixth-magnitude, our library has the 1996 edition of Norton 's 2000.0 Star Atlas & Reference 
Handbook, first published in 1910 and heavily revised in 1989. It contains eight main star maps to magnitude 
6.5, each on a 2-page 11 inch by 17 inch spread, with reference tables on the two preceding pages. The atlas 
is also a reference handbook with information on position and time, practical astronomy, the solar system, 
stars, nebulae and galaxies, useful tables and a glossary. 

When you find you want more detail than Norton 's provides, it's time to go to the store. The library 
doesn't have Sky Atlas 2000.0 or any other eighth-magnitude atlas. Sky Atlas 2000.0 can't be regarded as 
just a step: it will always be useful , so purchase is justified. However, eventually, you will find yourself in 
Camelopardalis and the eighth-magnitude chart shows nothing between where you are and where you want 
to be, or you know you are seeing something next to a galaxy but there is only the galaxy on your chart. Now 
you need ninth-magnitude Uranometria, which is only charts. Our library has both volumes, the northern and 
the southern hemisphere. 

Finally, if you're stuck inside on a cloudy night, you can still practice your star hopping. (I 'm serious.) 
The library has two copies of the 1964 edition of a Field Guide to the Stars and Planets by Donald H. Menzel , 
part of the Peterson Field Guide Series. Find the Photographic Atlas Charts printed from some of Harvard 
College Observatory's plates. The left-hand chart shows a negative print with constellation lines drawn. The 
right-hand chart is a positive print with tiny star images going close to magnitude 12.5. USing the positive 
print as the sky, try following faint patterns to a goal , or try using the prints in conjunction with one of the 
previously mentioned charts. The tiny format of this atlas makes it less than ideal for observing, but its great 
fun indoors, and contains a wealth of information. Actually, combined with my 7 x 35 binoculars, it's alii used 
for years. Ignorance is bliss. 

- Sharon Tansey 
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Childteft's ASfJ'OftOmu Books: Aft Iftftoduefioft 
Several years ago, I undertook to review various children 's astronomy books, with an idea toward 

giving RASC members and other interested people (mostly parents) , a little help in picking out suitable 
materials for the younger members of their family. One of the major problems I faced was in finding anything 
at all . Now, with the knowledge gained from working in a school library, I have just the opposite problem - how 
to narrow down the choice from all the wonderful (and not so wonderful) books available. Choosing for your 
child and choosing for a school library are two different things, but there are similar criteria in how to decide 
which book is the right one for you. 

First, and foremost, is choosing the right author. Fortunately, in Canada, we have one of the better 
astronomy writers for both adults and children alike in Terence Dickinson . His book, Nightwatch (Camden 
House, 1989) is still regarded as one of the better introductory astronomy guides for adults. For children, 
especially those in the grade 5-7 range, I recommend having a look at Other Worlds (Firefly Books, 1995). It 
contains an overview of the origins of the universe, a sizeable section on the solar system, and finishes with 
factual information in the form of a planetary exploration timeline, and vital statistics on the Sun and planets. 
It could definitely be a useful resource for a school report that a budding young astronomer was writing . 

Patrick Moore's The Starry Sky (Copper Beech Books, 1995) has been written with a younger group 
(Grade 3-6) in mind. Simpler language, larger print and large colorful illustrations make this exploration of the 
solar system, comets , star origins, and other astronomical phenomena, a worthwhile purchase for the 
elementary age child. 

What kind of information you're looking to provide for your child can be a second criterion in searching 
for the right books. Veteran children's author (of Franklin the Turtle fame) Paulette Bourgeois' first foray into 
astronomy is the "Starting with Space" series with its first two titles The Sun and The Moon (Kids Can Press, 
1995). Illustrated with many drawings and a good selection of photographs, these two books delve not just 
into the facts and figures about these two celestial bodies, but also into the folklore and myths surrounding 
them. An added bonus is some interesting and easy-to-perform experiments. If you have Grade 3-6 children 
who always seem to have questions that you can't answer, then maybe these books would help. 

Another criteria is that of visual appeal. It's important to all of us but most of all to the child who is 
attracted by bright colors and interesting shapes. Earth, Sky, and Beyond: A Journey Through Space by 
Jean-Pierre Verdet (Lodestar Books, 1995) is a visual delight as it takes us on a voyage starting in our own 
atmosphere and ending past the Milky Way galaxy. It invites children to use their imagination on an amazing 
journey. 

Sometimes you come across a book that doesn't really fit any category. It just appeals to you on a 
basic level. One such book is My Grandfather Loved the Stars by Julie Lawson (Beach Holme Publishers, 
1992). A picture book, it is based on the relationship that the author had with her grandfather, and the myths 
he would tell her about the stars. Part information, part story telling , and part reminiscing about a loving 
grandparent, it is a book that can transport you back to the first time that you looked up at the night sky and 
wondered about the grandeur of it all. 

This is by no means a definitive listing of every available astronomy book suitable for children. Rather, 
they are just a beginning - an introduction to some interesting approaches to astronomy education aimed at 
children. If you are aren't able to find them on the shelf of your local bookstore, don't be afraid to ask for them 
to be ordered. If you would rather have the opportunity to preview them, check with your local library first. 
Finally, I'm always on the lookout for interesting children 's books on astronomy. If you know of one that I 
haven't covered here, please feel free to contact me via e-mail. 
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Last month the planets made a grand spectacle, lining up in our evening sky. This month they will make 
a quiet exodus into the solar glare and some will even make it into the morning sky. Mercury is the first 
to do this and it will be at its greatest western elongation on the morning of the 8th of January. Western 
elongations are morning events, placing Mercury in the ESE just before sunrise. Its magnitude -1.3, 6" 
gibbous phase should be a relatively easy target. Remember that Mercury moves at great haste and 
you do not have a wide window in which to hunt it down. 

In last months Stardust, I pOinted out that Venus would be passing just 5 degrees above the Sun in its 
inferior conjunction on January 16th • There was a chart in last month's issue to aid in finding it. About 10 
or so years ago, Randy Pakan and I saw Venus's razor thin crescent at noon in the Quad at the University 
of Alberta. It wasn't that hard to find and we drew a few curious people over for a look. This apparition 
should be sought out at the Deck with the Starfire. It is just amazing to see Venus's 62.5" crescent. 
When you observe it, decide for yourself if the cusps of the crescent actually hang around into the dark 
side, to more than their 180 degree limit. An orange filter will help improve the contrast with the sky's 
glare. At this time, Venus will be .269 AU away from the Earth . By the next meeting, it will have moved 
to almost 34 degrees from the Sun and will be a magnitude -4.6, 46.94" crescent. 

Jupiter is sinking down into the sunset glare and it will join Mars in a close conjunction on the 20th of 
January. On that evening, Jupiter's 33.6" disk will pass 12 minutes of arc North of the 4.25" disk of 
Mars. At magnitude 2.0, Jupiter will be 5.882 AU distant, compared to a 1.2 magnitude Mars at 2.20 AU 
distance. You should be able to view them in the same medium to high power field. Hunt for them as 
soon as it starts to get dark, they will only be trailing the Sun by 25 degrees. 
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At magnitude 1.5, Saturn is still relatively well 
placed in the evening sky. At the time of our 
meeting, it will be 17.5" at 9.44 AU and will 
transit at 6 p.m. By the February meeting, 
Saturn will be 16.7" and it will have receded to 
9.898 AU. It will transit at 4 p.m. Look for the 
planet's shadow projected on the rings and see 
how it is placed. Over the next month the 
shadow will shorten from it's greatest 
elongation as Saturn 's heliocentric angle 
increases. - Murray Paulson 

(Venus near inferior conjunction, showing 
the prolongations of the cusps, which here 
reach al/ the way around the planet to form 
a complete circle. Drawing by Richard 
Baum based on observations made at 
Chester, England, on April 2, 1977. Page 
70 of "Worlds in the Sky" by William 
Sheehan, 1992, U of Arizona Press.) 
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Upcoming Observing Dates 
for 1998 

January 23 - 24 
February 20 - 21 
March 20 - 21 
April 17 - 18 
August 28 - 29 

At Blackfoot 
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"Atlas of Venus" 
By Peter Cattermole and Patrick Moore, 

Cambridge University Press 

143 pages, c1997. 

A Book Review 

The Atlas of Venus provides an overview of efforts to observe Venus, while avoiding being either superficial or 
too technical. I think that it succeeds, and provides insight into the surface features of Venus. 

The book consists of essentially two parts. The first part begins with the historical observational challenges 
of Venus, and ends with a summary of the 23 spacecraft that have been sent (with varying degrees of 
success) to observe our planetary neighbour. The remainder of the book concentrates on the radar images 
generated by the Magellan mission. 

The dense and uniform atmosphere makes visual observation of the rotation period extremely difficult. Appendix 
4 lists the many attempts to do so. However, the rotation period of Venus was not accurately measured until 
radar observations of Venus were completed. 

There is a challenge for telescope observers of Venus. When Venus is in the crescent stage, it is possible to 
observe "ashen lighf' under good conditions. The ashen light describes the dim visibility of the non-sunlit side 
of Venus, when the planet is in the crescent stage. An occulting bar will be necessary to block out the bright 
crescent. 

I was surprised to learn that there have been 23 spacecraft launched at Venus. Of these, it is interesting to 
note that the Soviet Union was able to successfully land four Venera probes on the surface of Venus. 

The majority of the book is dedicated to interpreting the excellent radar images from the Magellan mission. 
Although the radar images look like photographs, the characteristics of radar require careful interpretation. 
The relative brightness of a surface feature is due to a number of characteristics that can produce results that 
are quite different from visual observations. 

Samples of the various types of Venusian terrain are identified and possible reasons for the formation of the 
terrain types are discussed. I found it interesting that the dense atmosphere protects Venus from the smaller 
meteors. Therefore, there are no small craters on the surface. Dark halo is a unique Venusian terrain feature 
that is believed to be produced by a meteor just barely too small to reach the surface. As this meteor 
diSintegrates in the lower atmosphere, the atmospheric shock wave blasts the surface below the impact point 
clean of debris. The resulting "clean" spot (20 km diameter) is radar dark, and gives rise to the name "dark 
halo". 

The appendixes list significant Venus data, Venus spacecraft missions and perhaps most interesting, a list of 
named Venusian features including a description of the source of the name. 

- Terry Nonay 
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Some Sample Photographs & Illustrations: 

Above: The Ashen Light as seen 
through a 15" reflector and drawn by 
Patrick Moore. 

Top Right: Dark halo, believed to 
be produced by "atmospheric 
cratering" of the surface. 

Right: The Magellan spacecraft 
being prepared for testing at Denver, 
at the Martin-Marietta Astronautics 
laboratory. 
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«UNlUlIA/. CELELCOPEL", BY PETER L. MANLY 
A BOOK REVIEW 

Anyone planning to build a telescope should read this book firstl It will provide the first time or experienced 
telescope builder with over 150 variations of telescope designs covering optic configuration, telescope mounting, 
materials used, telescope transportation, telescope drivers for tracking stars, and eyepiece placement in 
telescopes. The author also describes some of the large telescopes built in the past and newer designs being 
built by professional astronomers today. The book is filled with many photos and drawings, as well as the 
author's source references. If more information is needed on a telescope design of interest, then the references, 
many of them being from "Sky and Telescope", could be a next step. 

Throughout the book, the author'S sense of humor is apparent. The last chapter deals with the humor 
of telescope-makers and includes a beer can telescope, a clock "driven by" telescopes and telescopes made 
from live human beings, to name a few. 

My reason for reading this book was to gather information on oblique reflector telescopes, wide-angle 
telescopes and to find out about eyepiece placement. 

An oblique reflector design does not reflect "gathered light" back up along the axis of the incoming light, 
but off to the side. I found a design called the "schiefspiegler" which has a primary mirror in a concave shape 
and a secondary mirror in a convex shape. The secondary directs light at an eyepiece back by the primary 
mirror. The convex mirror prevents the light coming from the primary mirror from focusing before reaching the 
eyepiece, or it may correct the light coming from the primary mirror if the primary mirror is not in a spherical, 
concave shape, or it may do both. A variation of this design is to bounce the light coming from the secondary 
convex mirror off a flat mirror called a "folding flat" to do just what the name implies, and that is to fold or 
redirect the light at a 90 degree angle. This makes the telescope more compact and it puts the eyepiece in a 
more convenient location. 

If the secondary mirror is a flat diagonal then the telescope becomes an oblique Newtonian. If this is 
hard to imagine, then picture one of the many "Dobson ian" scopes built and owned by Club members. Light 
enters the telescope and is reflected and focused straight back up the tube to a diagonal in the center of the 
incoming light path. Now modify the primary mirror by cutting away the center and most of the mirror (apologies 
to Barry Arnold) leaving only one side, so that the incoming light to this remaining segment of the primary 
mirror misses the diagonal and its support structure. You now have an oblique Newtonian. The incoming light 
path is unobstructed, resulting in images of bright stars without spikes. Scattering light from obstructions, as 
well as from dust on mirrors and reflections off telescope tubes or not having any telescope tube at all, helps 
to brighten up the background of your images making the galaxies that you look at appear as if they are 
illuminated by floodlights. Scattered skylight from light pollution will also do this. 

An oblique telescope tube has no objects in the light path to change the air temperature around those 
objects. Different air temperatures in a light path act as a lens, not allowing the light to pass without some 
refraction . The problem with an oblique reflector is in the grinding of a non-symmetric oblique mirror, which 
is much more difficult to test for precision by the visual methods, used by mirror grinders. In our example, the 
mirror was made much smaller than the original to show how to make it oblique. If you were to build this 
telescope, the oblique portion could be made larger to compensate for the loss of light. 
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Most of my observing is done either visually or through low power binoculars. Looking at large tracts 
of the sky stirs the soul. When I first started using a telescope my lowest power was 75X, and for the longest 
time, the resulting field of view confused me. I didn't have a clue what I was looking at. I thought that a wide 
field telescope, which would allow me to gradually increase magnification, would help to ease the learning 
curve. A zoom function would be ideal. I didn't find any zoom scopes in "Unusual Telescopes" but I did find 
wide angle reflecting telescopes used in satellite and meteor trail tracking. The circular and symmetric mirrors 
in these telescopes focus their gathered light very quickly (close to the mirror) , with respect to their diameters. 
That is why a mirror or a lens with this property is called "fast" . Now I always thought that you could take any 
telescope and convert it into a wide angle scope by redirecting the focusing light anywhere after the primary 
mirror or lens, so that it would come to a focus at a sharper, faster angle (pass the dunce hat, pleasel) . After 
reading "Unusual Telescopes" and with the help of a physics book, I realized that this was not true. The ability 
of a telescope to see wide angle is dependant on the sharp angle of the focusing light of the primary mirror or 
lens, which directly corresponds to a sharp or wide angle of incidence of incoming light. A mirror or lens, 
which brings gathered light to a focus at a gentle, non-steep angle, also gathers incoming light at a maximum 
of that focusing angle. That is, after the primary, you cannot change the information in the light beam (See? 
Dunce hatl) . The problem with this type of mirror is in the grinding of its steep sides. The sides must focus 
light coming from an infinitely distant point source to the same pOint in front of the mirror as the central 
portions of the mirror, if you are to have proper images. If the mirror grinder fails, then he just made himself 
a salad bowl or worse, a tub to bathe in. When looking at a wider field of view than a distant point of light, the 
image does not focus to a point but in a plane at the focal point of the mirror, and fast mirrors do not focus light 
in a flat plane, but in a shape related to the curvature of the mirror. Imagine trying to take a picture with a 
standard camera using this type of telescope? You could never focus the image across the flat film. You 
would have to curve the film to the shape of a bowl, to match the focal plane. 

My last reason for reading "Unusual Telescopes", was to investigate eyepiece placement. Many large 
scopes need a ladder to get to the eyepiece when they are pointing towards the zenith (straight up). The 
bigger the mirror and the more time that it takes that mirror to focus its light, then the taller the ladder has to 
be. "Unusual Telescopes" has a complete section on telescopes built with the eyepiece in stationary and 
convenient locations. Some are built with the whole assembly pivoting around the eyepiece. One astronomy 
club has the eyepiece in a warm and cozy building at a table and chair. Much thought has gone into building 
telescopes with conveniently placed eyepieces. 

After reading "Unusual Telescopes", I realized that our Club doesn't have many unusual telescopes. 
Commercially built refractors, Schmidt-Cassegrains and Newtonians and variations of Club-member-built 
Newtonians, are the only telescopes I ever remember seeing. This is not much variation in design compared 
to what is possible or what has been built. An impression that I was left with, and I may have read this in Peter 
Manly's book, is that telescope design is always evolving and that new deSigns are constantly being invented 
and conceived. 

I would recommend this book to everyone in the Club as much of our activity is in building telescopes. 
I thank Sharon Tansey for recommending this book to me after she heard me whining about trying to get 
ideas on different telescope deSigns. 

- Michael Suchocki 
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